Britches Pattern........................................ #Pattern-B
Civil War through the late 1800’s britches. These are higher waisted than modern jeans. Hips are about 2-3 inches larger. Inseam is approximately 34 inches long. Sizes 28-52.
#Pattern-B Britches pattern $11.99

Broadfall Pants Pattern............................... #Pattern-BP
Pattern for late 1700’s to 1800’s broadfall pants. These pants are high waisted. The original pants have very baggy seats. This pattern has an option for a more modern fit. Sizes 30-54.
#Pattern-BP Broadfall Pants pattern $11.99

Wyoming Ranch Skirt & Vest Pattern .............. #Pattern-WRS
Make your own Wyoming Ranch Skirt and Vest. Size XS-3XL.
#Pattern-WRS Ranch Skirt & Vest pattern $13.99

Range Coat
or Duster Pattern ......................... #Pattern-RC
Make your own Range Coat or Duster. Warms enough for working yet still functional as the fit is fairly loose. Sizes 36-56.
#Pattern-RC Range Coat pattern $12.99

Detachable Collars Pattern.......................... #Pattern-C
Detachable collars in three styles: Cattle Baron, Undertaker, Bankers Collar. Sizes 14-1/2 and up.
#Pattern-C Detachable Collars pattern $3.50

Cravat or Puff Tie Pattern........ #Pattern-PT
The Cravat or Puff Tie was worn from the 1700’s through the 1890’s. Order this nice pattern and make your own today!
#Pattern-PT Cravat pattern $3.50

Ladies Outing Jacket Pattern ...................... #Pattern-LOJ
Make your own Ladies Outing Jacket. Late 1880’s to late 1890’s styling. Sizes 8-20.
#Pattern-LOJ Ladies Outing Jacket pattern $15.99